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Intermodality not only provides multiple options of  connectivity but also helps in creating the necessary facilities at the same 
hub thus making commuting through it fast, convenient and easy. The new Airport Terminals of  Chennai are going to be one 
of  the first Airports in India which can boast of  having the intermodality of  various transportation systems viz. Air Travel, 
National Highway, Suburban Railways and Metro Rail with the Metro Rail being the latest addition to this unique Multi Modal 
Transportation Complex.

The Metro Station at Chennai Airport is a unique Station having large importance not only in terms of  providing connectivity 
but also in terms of  comprehending the already created unique Architectural Marvels -New Domestic & International Airport 
Terminals. 
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The building structure has been designed with arched double steel portals. The arched double portals consist of  two identical 
arches tilted at equal angle along their axis and are interconnected at five points thus forming a stable double portal struc-
ture. These double portals are then again tilted at an angle along its axis to achieve the ascending roof  form of  the side tubes. 
The double portal arrangement forms the ‘V’ shape in elevations thus adhering to the overall vocabulary of  the campus. 

The building thus formed is highly dynamic & vibrant representing an organism generated through the geometry of  the struc-
tural elements and following the philosophy of  having the structure and the architecture as one. The above built form has 
helped in achieving a station which is both aesthetically & functionally beyond the realms of  the contemporary architecture of  
the Metro Stations.

The building connects with the Airport Terminals through a glass tube connecting with the glass tube connecting the airport 
terminals. This specially designed glass tube is supported by two ‘V’ columns resembling the geometry of  the double ‘V’ col-
umns of  the departure flyover. This connector tube directly connects the Metro Station with the Airport Terminals.
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